Honors Requirements  
Math 242

In order to complete the honors component of math 242, you must complete each of the following. If you are not passing the honors, but are still passing the course, you may switch sections from section 242 AH to section 242 AX:

1. Earn a ”B” or better in calculus 251.
2. Complete the following Case Studies with a “pass”.
   • Case Study Chapter 2, page 133, exercises 1 - 4
   • Case Study Chapter 3, page 235, exercises 1 – 7
   • Case Study Chapter 6, page 403, exercises 1 – 6

The case studies are to be turned in in any order, but you must turn in at least one at the beginning of each month starting in March. If you pass, you are done with that project, but if it is not satisfactory, you may turn it in again within a week and I will look at your revisions.